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Chapter 1

Overview: Science, Machine and
Deliverables of the EIC

1.1 Scientific Highlights

1.1.1 Nucleon Spin and its 3D Structure and Tomography

Several decades of experiments on deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of electron or muon beams
o↵ nucleons have taught us about how quarks and gluons (collectively called partons) share
the momentum of a fast-moving nucleon. They have not, however, resolved the question of
how partons share the nucleon’s spin and build up other nucleon intrinsic properties, such
as its mass and magnetic moment. The earlier studies were limited to providing the lon-
gitudinal momentum distribution of quarks and gluons, a one-dimensional view of nucleon
structure. The EIC is designed to yield much greater insight into the nucleon structure
(Fig. 1.1, from left to right), by facilitating multi-dimensional maps of the distributions of
partons in space, momentum (including momentum components transverse to the nucleon
momentum), spin, and flavor.

Figure 1.1: Evolution of our understanding of nucleon spin structure. Left: In the 1980s,
a nucleon’s spin was naively explained by the alignment of the spins of its constituent quarks.
Right: In the current picture, valence quarks, sea quarks and gluons, and their possible orbital
motion are expected to contribute to overall nucleon spin.
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Probing nucleon spin structure
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“Deeper 
questions about 

QCD and hadron 
physics” from the 

2023 US Long 
Range Plan

Disclaimer: the references and results in this talk are not exhaustive. Sorry if I overlooked your recent result, 
represented it wrongly, or did not cite you. Please reach out, criedl AT illinois DOT edu
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• F2(x, Q2) is in first order independent of Q2  (scaling) ⇒ 
nucleons have a substructure of point-like constituents. 

• The point-like constituents of the proton have spin-1/2 
(quarks).

Lessons from the first DIS experiments (SLAC-MIT late 1960’s)
• There are two structure functions (F1, F2) parameterizing the “QCD 

non-perturbative structure” of the unpolarized spin-1/2 nucleon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• The structure functions can be expressed 
in terms of quark longitudinal-momentum  
probability distributions q(x). 
⇒ parton distribution functions (PDFs)
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Experiments with nuclear and/or lepton polarization 
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• HERMES at DESY (1995-2007) 
‣ Self-polarized 27.6 GeV electrons and  

positrons in HERA storage ring 
‣ Pure L- and T-polarized gas targets 

 
 
 

• COMPASS at CERN 
(2002-2022) 
‣ Secondary and tertiary beams  

(M2 SPS beam line).  
160 /200 GeV muons polarized via 
pion decay 

‣ Solid-state L- and T-polarized targets 
(ammonia and deuterated lithium) 

• sPHENIX (2023-2025), STAR 
(2000-2025), PHENIX 
(2000-2015) at RHIC / BNL 
‣ Collisions of L- and T-polarized 

proton beams (pp & pA) 
√s = 200, 500/510 GeV  

‣ Optically pumped ion source (OPPIS)  

And many more: the polarized 
electron beams at JLab-
CEBAF, the polarized 

targets at JLab, Fermilab, 
LHC-spin at CERN… 
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Quark spin contribution to the nucleon spin
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• From measurements related to the spin structure function g1(x,Q2) at 
fixed-target experiments at DESY, CERN and SLAC, and a full QCD 
analysis, the quark spin contribution to the spin of the proton was 
determined to be ΔΣ≈ 1/4 … 1/3. 

• Measurements with longitudinal nucleon polarization at DESY, 
CERN and SLAC 

• Need additional structure functions if targets and/or beams are 
polarized. Measurement of a spin asymmetry allows accessing 
information about the spin-dependent structure function.

Global spin structure function measurements

➡ proton spin direction 
➡ lepton spin direction 
➡ quark spin direction

(analogous picture for 
negative beam helicity)
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• Measurements with longitudinal 
polarization at RHIC - pp 
accesses directly gluonic 
subprocesses at leading order. 

• Last LL RHIC data collected 
2013 & 2015.  
 
 
 
 
 

• From global analysis of 
longitudinal double-spin 
asymmetries: ΔG ≈ 20%  
(& indication there is more at lower x) 

Gluon spin contribution to the nucleon spin

Possible production channels: 
- Charged and neutral pions 
- Isolated direct photon 
- Inclusive jet 
- Dijets 

DSSV (2019), PRD 100 114027  
White paper of the RHIC cold QCD program 

[STAR PRD 105, 092011 (2022)]

STAR jets

gluon momentum range: 0.02<x<0.08 
favors positive gluon-spin contributions

PHENIX direct photon

[PHENIX PRL 
130 (2023) 25, 251901]

gluon momentum range: 0.015<x<0.25 
agree with NLO global analyses & input for better constraint on Δg shape 

STAR endcap dijets preliminary [STAR, DIS 2023]

STAR π± tagged jet preliminary [STAR, 2023]

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.114027
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.00605
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Proton spin puzzle & nucleon tomography
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• Spin decomposition of the proton: ½ = ½ΔΣ + ΔG + L
• Experimental results from DIS and pp experiments & global QCD analysis: 
‣ The quark spins contribute 1/4 to 1/3 to the spin of the proton. 
‣ The gluon spins contribute some positive amount in the currently covered experimental range. 

• Where is the remaining proton spin coming from? Parton orbital angular momentum?   

Chapter 1

Overview: Science, Machine and
Deliverables of the EIC

1.1 Scientific Highlights

1.1.1 Nucleon Spin and its 3D Structure and Tomography

Several decades of experiments on deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of electron or muon beams
o↵ nucleons have taught us about how quarks and gluons (collectively called partons) share
the momentum of a fast-moving nucleon. They have not, however, resolved the question of
how partons share the nucleon’s spin and build up other nucleon intrinsic properties, such
as its mass and magnetic moment. The earlier studies were limited to providing the lon-
gitudinal momentum distribution of quarks and gluons, a one-dimensional view of nucleon
structure. The EIC is designed to yield much greater insight into the nucleon structure
(Fig. 1.1, from left to right), by facilitating multi-dimensional maps of the distributions of
partons in space, momentum (including momentum components transverse to the nucleon
momentum), spin, and flavor.

Figure 1.1: Evolution of our understanding of nucleon spin structure. Left: In the 1980s,
a nucleon’s spin was naively explained by the alignment of the spins of its constituent quarks.
Right: In the current picture, valence quarks, sea quarks and gluons, and their possible orbital
motion are expected to contribute to overall nucleon spin.
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Outline - Probing nucleon spin structure

Introduction 
 Longitudinal DIS, structure functions, & PDFs 

 Spin-polarized experiments 

 Proton spin puzzle & hadron tomography 

TMDs 
 Nucleon TMD structure and spin-orbit correlations 

TMD universal description 

 Sivers TMD PDF in SIDIS and modified universality 

 Gluon correlators & Sivers TMD PDF 

 Sivers effect in di-jet production 

 Collins FF in ee and Collins asymmetry in pp & SIDIS 

 Di-hadron fragmentation function in pp and SIDIS 

 Other spin-dependent fragmentation functions in SIDIS 

GPDs  
 Hard exclusive reactions  

 Chiral-even GPDs & DVCS asymmetries 

 Exploring Compton form factors  

 Parton orbital angular momentum & gluon GPDs 

 Chiral-odd GPDs & vector mesons 

 Transition DAs & transition GPDs  

Outlook & summary
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TMD structure of the nucleon

9

Taking into account parton intrinsic 
transverse momentum, 8 TMD 

PDFs are needed for a full 
description of nucleon structure 

(@leading order), some of which 
encode spin-orbit correlations.
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Observables to probe TMD universality
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FFPDFparton distribution function fragmentation function

Transverse spin asymmetries have common 
origin - simultaneous description across 

different collision species possible. 
e.g. [Cammarota, Gamberg, Kang, Miller, Pitonyak, Prokudin, 
Rogers, Sato (JAM Collaboration), PRD 102, 054002 (2020)]

Two complementary but related theoretical descriptions, 
depending on what is reconstructed experimentally

• TMD framework - measure 2 scales with pT ≪ Q; SIDIS, 
DY, W/Z, dijets, hadrons in jets 

• Collinear higher-twist (HT) framework - measure 
1 scale with pT ≈Q; single inclusive particle production in pp 
(particle or jet pT); spin asymmetries from quantum mechanical 
interference of multi-parton states (→ qgq and ggg correlators)

pp collisions 
AN “left-right asymmetry” 
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The Sivers sign switch - modified TMD universality
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[STAR PRL 116, 132301 (2016)]

Modified universality 
concept of Sivers & 

Boer-Mulders TMDs. 
The experimental data 

tend to support the 
Sivers sign switch, albeit 

still within large experimental 
uncertainties. 

  
Important test of TMD-

QCD framework, 
predicted due to the gauge 

invariance of QCD.

COMPASS Sivers amplitude in π−p↑→µµX

STAR: AN in p↑p→W±→e±+ν 

Curves with sign-switch assumption.

sign 
switch

no  
sign 
switch

[COMPASS PRL 119 (2017) 112002 + preliminary.]

Final publication in preparation

With N3LO theory prediction [PRL 126 (2021) 112002] 
based on global fit [JAM collab, PRD 102 (2020) 054002]

STAR new 2017 data [STAR arXiv:2308.15496]
[STAR, AUM2021]

●  
 ○ 

[COMPASS PLB 744 (2015) 250] 
[HERMES PRL 103 (2009) 152002]

HERMES vs. COMPASS Sivers amplitude in SIDIS
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Tri-gluon HT correlations at RHIC midrapidity
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[PHENIX PRL 127, 162001 (2021)] RHIC midrapidity measurements 
sensitive to tri-gluon higher-twist 

correlation functions ↔  
gluon Sivers TMD 

no signals, at high precision
[PHENIX PRD 103 (2021) 5, 052009]

PHENIX isolated direct-photon

PHENIX pion

PHENIX eta & nuclear

[PHENIX PRD 107 (2023) 11, 112004]

[PHENIX PRD 107 (2023), 5, 052012

PHENIX open heavy flavor

Consistent with expectation from 
Burkardt sum rule over parton 

transverse momenta, which 
leaves little room for gluon kT

[M. Burkardt, arXiv:0408009 [hep-ph)]
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First observation of the Sivers effect in di-jet production 
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STAR pp↑→j1j2 X, 2012 & 2015 data

[STAR arXiv:2305.10359 (sub PRL)]

Di-jet production in pp↑ 
directly probes average 

intrinsic quark and gluon 
transverse momenta, <kT>, 

via the asymmetry of the 
spin-dependent tilt of di-jet 

opening angle, closely tied to 
transv. mom. imbalance

~

~

Jet charge tagging to 
create u- and d-quark 
enhanced categories

unfolding

Sivers partonic <kT> values for  
u- and d-quarks of opposite sign & 
similar magnitude, for sea quarks 

and gluons (combined) ~ zero.  
↔ SIDIS

More data being 
analyzed incl. 

forward upgrade

⟩≠0⟨
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Collins fragmentation function in e+e- & Collins asymmetry in pp 

• Collins effect: spin-dependent fragmentation of a 
transversely polarized parton into a final-state 
hadron → azimuthal modulations of hadron yields   
(thrust or jet axis) 

• In pp & SIDIS generated by the coupling of the 
Collins FF to the transversity PDF

14

new STAR pp↑→jet h±X (500 GeV midrapidity)

Model curves based on SIDIS & e+e- data 
assuming Collins factorization & universality 

[KPRY, PLB 774, 635 (2017)] 
[DMP, PLB 773, 300 (2017)]

also 500 GeV - [STAR PRD 97, 032004 (2018)]

Also kaons and protons

Belle e+e-→h1h2|back-to-backX

[Belle (H. Li, A. Vossen et al.) PRD 100, 092008 (2019)]

200 GeV [STAR PRD 106, 072010 (2022)]

e+e- annihilation 
provides cleanest 
environment to 

access to Collins FF

Tests of TMD universality, 
factorization breaking (texpected for 

hadronic interactions) and evolution

see talk by R. Seidl, Thu am
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[COMPASS PLB 744 (2015) 250]

• d-quark transversity PDF less constrained 
given the u-quark dominance of many of the 
processes used in the global fits.  

‣ Recent COMPASS 2022 transversity run on the 
deuteron will improve the experimental precision 
on the proton’s tensor charge, gT= δu - δd , by a 
factor of ~2.  

‣ Further prior-to-EIC measurements of Collins 
asymmetries: STAR with forward upgrade, 
sPHENIX, SpinQuest, JLab12/SoLID, … 

• Alternative method to access transversity: 
measure hyperon transverse polarization, 
which may have been transferred from struck quark  

‣ COMPASS and STAR. Hyperon polarization also 
measured in unpolarized and longitudinally 
polarized settings at LHCb and CLAS12, resp.

Collins asymmetry and transversity TMD PDF in SIDIS

15

[HERMES JHEP 12 (2020) 010]

HERMES & COMPASS Collins asymmetries in ℓN↑→ℓh±X

Mirror symmetry for 
π+ & π- : u- and d-

quark transversity have 
~ equal magnitude & 

opposite signs.
first shown at SPIN 2023 (talk A. Martin for COMPASS)
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Di-hadron fragmentation function (h+h-) in pp and SIDIS

[COMPASS PLB 736 (2014) 124]

di-hadron Collins h+

Collins h-
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2011 data [STAR PLB 780 (2018) 332] 
2006 data [STAR, PRL 115, 242501 (2015)]

COMPASS di-hadron asymmetry in SIDIS

STAR di-hadron asymmetry in pp

• New 500 GeV (2017 data) & 200 GeV (2015 data) 
high-precision results 

• Large signal increasing linearly with pT in the 
forward, small in the backward 

• Enhancement of signal around δ mass 
• Crucial role in constraining transversity in global fits 
• More data on tape & to be taken; kaons → strange 

quark transversity
500 GeV: G. Navagyan SPIN 2023

Interference FF ≈  
½·(Collins[h+] + (-1)·Collins[h−]) 
hints to common physical origin 

for Collins & IFF

Transversity PDF coupled to 
interference, or di-hadron, 

fragmentation function (collinear) in 
SIDIS & pp as complementary probe 

of transversity PDF 

& independent measurement to e+e-

200 GeV: B. Pokhrel DIS 2023

see talk by B. 
Surrow, Wed pm
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Fragmentation function H1LL describing 
fragmentation of quarks in vector mesons. Investigate 

the different Collins mechanisms of spin-1 vector 
mesons vs. pseudoscalar mesons (ordinary Collins FF).

Other spin-dependent fragmentation functions in SIDIS
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[CLAS12 / T. Hayward PRL 126, 152501 (2021)]

also: [CLAS / M. Mirazita PRL 126, 062002 (2021)]

First empirical evidence of a nonzero parton helicity-dependent di-pion 
fragmentation function 𝐺⊥1 : equivalent to the Collins FF for two pions. 
Coupled to sub-leading twist PDF e(x)

COMPASS Collins asym. in ρ0 production on p↑ CLAS & CLAS12 higher-twist di-hadron BSA

One analysis example with (planned) application of graph neural 
networks [M. McEneaney, A. Vossen 2023 JINST 18 P06002]

[COMPASS PLB 843, 137950 (2023)]

CLAS12 spin transfer to Λ hyperons

Helicity fragmentation function 
of the Λ

[CLAS12 / M. McEneaney at SPIN 2023]

CLAS(12), HERMES and COMPASS HT single-
hadron SIDIS beam-spin asymmetries - sizeable 

recent asymmetries from unpolarized target and 
longitudinally polarized lepton beam [backup]. 

Fracture functions ↔ target fragmentation 
region: final-state hadrons also form from the left-
over target remnant, the partonic structure of which 

is defined by fracture functions. Complementary 
approach to understand SIDIS production [T. Hayward, H. 

Avakian at SPIN 2023].

More higher twist… & 
fracture functions at JLab
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Outline - Probing nucleon spin structure

Introduction 
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Hard exclusive reactions
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p p’

e

e’

*γ γ

E~, H~H, E, 

ξx+ ξx-

t

η, π    φ, ω, ρ    γ

ℓ

ℓ’

x, ξ: longitudinal momentum fractions of 
probed quark  

- skewness ξ ≃ xB / (2-xB) in Bjorken 
limit 

(Q2 large & xB, t fixed) 
- average mom. x: mute variable, not 
accessible in DVCS & DVMP (is not x-

Bjorken) 

t: squared 4-momentum transfer to target

Standard channels to access 
generalized parton distributions  

Different exclusive final-state particles 
allow probing different GPDs 

 
4 chiral-even (conserve quark helicity)  
4 chiral-odd GPDs (flip quark helicity) 
→ connection with chiral-odd TMDs

From HERMES & JLab-6 & HERA to COMPASS & JLab12 & RHIC to the EIC 

Deeply Virtual 
Compton  

Scattering (DVCS) 

`p ! `p� `p ! `pM

Deeply Virtual  
Meson Production 

(DVMP) 
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GPD flips nucleon 
helicity

conserves 
nucleon 
helicity

does not 
depend on 

quark helicity
E H

depends on 
quark helicity E H

~ ~

JP=1−  
vector mesons 

JP=0−   
pseudoscalar  

mesons 

JP=1−  
photon 

(DVCS)

F1(x)

g1(x)

forward limit 
ξ→0, t→0

exclusive measurement = detection of 
entire final state (or assumed to be known)
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Chiral-even GPDs from deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS)
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First beam spin asymmetries in 2001 
at HERMES and  CLAS

How it started…

…how it 
evolved…

… and how it is 
going nowadays

Hall A high-precision 
extraction of Compton 
form factors from cross 

sections

Hall A Collaboration  (F. Georges et al.), 
PRL 128, 252002 (2022)

10.6GeV

Azimuthal asymmetry 
amplitudes with respect 
to beam spin or beam 
charge or target spin, 

and cross sections

CLAS 12 beam-spin 
asymmetry in the 

extended valence region

CLAS12 (G. Christiaens et al.), PRL 130, 211902 (2023)

CLAS12 new 
longitudinal target 
spin asymmetry

GPDs at JLab  - E. Voutier, Thu am
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DVCS: Compton form factors ↔ GPDs
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q(x)

q(x) Im(τDVCS) 
x=ξ 

Re(τDVCS)   
integral over x

✘

Im(τDVCS)  
|x|<ξ  

DDVCS
x

ξ

H(⇠, t) = P

Z +1

�1
dx

H(x, ⇠, t)

x� ⇠
� i⇡H(⇠, ⇠, t)

In DVCS, the experimentally accessed quantity is a 
complex Compton Form Factor:

CLAS12 TCS 
1st ever 

measurement

time-like Compton scattering, 
TCS = time-reversal 

symmetric process of DVCS. 

CLAS12 (P. Chatagnon et al.), 
PRL 127, 262501 (2021)

photon circular 
polarization 
asymmetry

forward-backward 
asymmetry

DCS,U ⌘ d�
+ � d�

�! = 2(Pµd�
DVCS
pol + eµRe I)SCS,U ⌘ d�

+ + d�
�! = 2(d�BH + d�DVCS

unpol
+ eµPµIm I)COMPASS 

DVCS 
asymmetries

(analysis in 
progress)
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Exploring Compton FFs & gravitational FFs
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✦ Unmuting x (x≠ ±ξ line) via Single Diffractive Hard 
Exclusive Processes (SDHEP), e.g.,  

- double DVCS. Small x-section & requires muon ID. LOIs: 
CLAS12 upgrade, SOLID@ Hall A 

- exclusive photoproduction - possibility @Hall D

JLab DDVCS

[J.-W. Qiu, Z. Yu, arXiv.org:2305.15397]
[Pedrak, Pire, Szymanowski, Wagner, PRD 96 (2017) 7, 074008]

[Polyakov, Schweitzer, Int.J.Mod.Phys. A33 (2018) 1830025]
[Burkert, Elouadrhiri, Girod, Nature 557, 396–399 (2018)]

Impact on radial quark pressure distribution 
by CLAS and expected impact by CLAS12

CLAS DVCS

✦ D-term D(t): related to shear forces and radial 
distribution of pressure inside the nucleon

ReH(⇠, t) = P

Z +1

�1
dx

ImH(x, t)

x� ⇠
+D(t)

gravitational form factors (GFFs) of the proton  
- matrix elements of QCD energy-momentum tensor (EMT) 
- related to mass; angular momentum; shear force & pressure  
- Linked to GPDs via x-moment 

[Lorcé, Metz, Pasquini, Rodini, JHEP 2021, 121 (2021)]

Related: gluonic gravitational 
form factor of the nucleon from 
threshold J/𝜓 photoproduction

[Duran, Meziani, Joosten, et al., Nature 615,  813–816 (2023)]

Hall C 
J/𝜓-007see talk by S. Joosten, Tue am

CLAS DVCS
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• CLAS12: DVCS on the neutron (LD2 target with detection of active neutron), 
preliminary results (A. Hobart) 

• CLAS12: on the transversely polarized proton, data to be taken  
     (so far available data are from HERMES) 

• All so-far discussed GPDs were quark GPDs 

• STAR: exclusive J/Psi production in ultra-peripheral collisions (UPC)  
    → gluon GPD E. Future new data with forward upgrade

GPD E and parton orbital angular momentum

23

[Ji, PRL 78 (1997) 610]

Jq =
1
2

lim
t⇥0

� 1

�1
dx x [Hq(x, �, t) + Eq(x, �, t)]

CLAS12 DVCS beam-spin 
asymmetries on the deuteron (neutron)

STAR excl. J/Psi AN in UPC, gluon GPD E

Ji sum rule links GPD E to parton 
orbital angular momentum (see next slide 

- connection with Sivers TMD PDF & 
spin-orbit correlations)
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Deeply virtual meson production

24

[Goloskokov, Kroll,  
EPJC 74, 2725 (2014)]

[M. Diehl, Vinnikov, Phys. Lett. B 609 (2005) 286]

→ Sivers

→ BM

→ trans-
versity

µp⇑ → µpω µp⇑ → µpρ0 

“(HT,H) - (ĒT,E)”  

“(HT,H) - (ĒT,E)”  

“(ĒT,E)”  

“(E,H) + (ĒT,HT)”  

[COMPASS PLB B731 (2014) 19] [COMPASS NPB 915 (2017) 454]Different contributions from pion pole

COMPASS exclusive vector meson transverse target-spin asymmetries

CLAS12 exclusive vector meson beam-spin asymmetries
preliminary results for ρ, ω (N. Trotta) and 𝜙 (B. Clary), gluon GPDs 

Deeply virtual meson production allows access 
to higher-twist chiral-odd GPDs, which are 

related to TMD PDFs (e.g., tranversity). Mesons 
act as quark flavor filter & provide different 

sensitivity to gluon GPDs.
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Spin density matrix elements

25

‣ Provide further constraints on GPD 
parameterizations beyond cross-section and spin-
asymmetry measurements  

‣ Test of s-channel helicity conservation (SCHC), 
λγ*=λVM, : only SDMEs of classes A&B are not 
restricted to =0 if SCHC. Observed: considerable 
SCHC in γ*T→ωL (class C)

ρ
L

ρ
T

characteristic

 decay angles
through

 
self−analyzing 

π

π

π

π
ρ

ρ→π+π-

COMPASS & HERMES SDMEs

[ω COMPASS EPJC (2021) 81, 126] (not shown)

(un)shaded: spin-(in)dependent

can be explained 
by non-zero effect 

of ĒT and HT 

µp → µpρ0

[ρ0 COMPASS EPJC (2023) 83, 924]

[ρ0 HERMES EPJC (2009) 62, 659]

Spin density matrix elements describe 
how the spin components of the virtual 

photon are transferred to the created 
vector meson, and provide sensitivity to 

the chiral-odd GPDs HT and ĒT. 
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Exclusive pion leptoproduction

26

Dip at small |t| indicative of large effect by chiral-odd GPD ĒT

ℓp → ℓpπ 

L, T indices indicate 
polarization of virtual 
photon. Double index 

= interference

sensitivity to chiral-odd GPDs

[COMPASS, PLB 805 (2020) 135454]

COMPASS π0 x-section

[Hall A collaboration (M. Dlamini et al.), 
PRL 127, 152301 (2021)]

Large TT contribution  → significant 
role of transversely polarized 
photons in excl. π0 production

LT   LT’   TT

Example 
(x, Q2) bin

JLab12 Hall A π0 x-section

]

[π0 CLAS12 (A. Kim et al), arXiv:2307.07874, submitted to PLB]

CLAS12 π0 & π+ beam-spin asymmetry

Model predictions: 
GK, JLM

[π+ CLAS (S. Diehl et al), PLB 839, 137761 (2023)]

π0 

Effects of chiral-odd 
GPDs ĒT , HT in 

exclusive π0 , π+ production
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Transition DAs and transition GPDs

27

[CLAS (S. Diehl et al.,  PRL125, 182001]

CLAS excl. π+ beam-spin asymmetries in the backward 

Exclusive pion production 
in the backward allows 
to study nucleon-to-pion 

baryonic transition 
distribution amplitudes 

(TDAs), a further 
generalization of the GPD 

concept

CLAS12 excl. π−Δ++ beam-spin asymmetries, first ever data

How does nucleon 
resonant excitation affect 

its 3D structure? 
Information encoded in 

transition GPDs (8 chiral-
even and 8 chiral-odd).

[CLAS12 (S. Diehl et al.), PRL131, 021901 (2023)]

very forward kinematics (−t/Q2≪1)
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Outline - Probing nucleon spin structure

Introduction 
 Longitudinal DIS, structure functions, & PDFs 

 Spin-polarized experiments 

 Proton spin puzzle & hadron tomography 

TMDs 
 Nucleon TMD structure and spin-orbit correlations 

TMD universal description 

 Sivers TMD PDF in SIDIS and modified universality 

 Gluon correlators & Sivers TMD PDF 

 Sivers effect in di-jet production 

 Collins FF in ee and Collins asymmetry in pp & SIDIS 

 Di-hadron fragmentation function in pp and SIDIS 

 Other spin-dependent fragmentation functions in SIDIS 

GPDs  
 Hard exclusive reactions  

 Chiral-even GPDs & DVCS asymmetries 

 Exploring Compton form factors  

 Parton orbital angular momentum & gluon GPDs 

 Chiral-odd GPDs & vector mesons 

 Transition DAs & transition GPDs  

Outlook & summary

28
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Selected near future - before the EIC

• JLab 12 GeV high-luminosity facility:  
- Has started experimental program 
- New generation of precision data for valence 
quarks to come from CLAS12, SoLID, et al. 
 
 
 

• SpinQuest / E1039 at FNAL (2024++):  
- Transversely polarized NH3/ND3 target with E906 spectrometer 
- First polarized DY experiment with proton beam  
- Sivers & transversity TMDs of sea quarks. 
 
 

• LHCspin at CERN, fixed trans.polarized H2 & D2 targets  
with LHCb as forward spectrometer, >2025,  
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1821190 

• STAR cold QCD with forward upgrade at RHIC:  
- Tracking system of silicon & small TGC 
- Forward electromagnetic & hadronic calorimetry, 2.5<η<4  
- midrapidity: improve statistics of Sivers via dijet & W/Z, Collins 
via hadrons in jets, GPD E via J/Psi UPC 
- forward rapidity: TMDs at high-x & GPD E 
   

 
 

• sPHENIX cold QCD at RHIC:  
- Optimized for jets, heavy-flavor measurements  
and displaced vertices with MAPS-based vertex tracker 
- Gluon Sivers TMD PDF via AN in single-photon & heavy flavor 
- Di-hadron IFF / Collins asymmetry & transversity PDF  
via hadron-charge tagging & hadron-in-jet  

• AMBER:  
    - Emergence of hadron mass, pion and kaon PDFs,  
       proton and meson radius 

29

[Aschenauer, Barish, Bazilevsky, et al.,arXiv:2302.00605]

EIC - see Mo - Thu pm parallel talks

AMBER - see talk by 
C. Quintans, Thu am

RHIC cold QCD program with 
2024 pp↑ √sNN=200 GeV run  

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1821190
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sPHENIX - preparing for transversely polarized pp in 2024

• Commissioning 2023 with brand new 
experiment at RHIC IP 8  

• Optimized for jets, heavy-flavor 
measurements & displaced vertices with 
MAPS-based vertex tracker 

• Gluon Sivers TMD PDF via AN in single-
photon & heavy flavor production 

• Di-hadron IFF / Collins asymmetry & 
transversity PDF via hadron-charge tagging 
& hadrons-in-jets 

30

Expected stat uncertainties for isolated photon & heavy-flavor production

Expect factor of ~2 less stat in 2024 than shown here

First pi0s in the EMCal

Fully installed EMCal & calorimeter event display
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Summary - Probing nucleon spin structure

• Skipped probably many results - e.g., unpolarized Boer-Mulders TMD 
‣ Some of it covered in backup 

• TMD Handbook, R. Boussarie et al. for the TMD Collaboration, arXiv:2304.03302  
• The RHIC Cold QCD Program (White Paper) - Contribution to the NSAC Long-Range Planning process, E.C. Aschenauer et al. (RHIC SPIN 

collaboration), arXiv:2302.00605  
• The US Long Range Plan for Nuclear Science released in October 2023 https://nuclearsciencefuture.org/  
• CR’s 2022 arXiv https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.03684 

31

Experiments at BNL, 
JLab, CERN, DESY, 
RIKEN, Fermilab, et 
al. unravel proton and 

nucleus structure

The spins of quarks and gluons contribute to 
the proton’s spin and there is indication they 

also possess orbital angular momentum. 
The nucleon is explored via tomographic 

images in transverse-momentum- and 
position-space using data from various types 

of scattering experiments.

Probes for TMD 
factorization, evolution 

& universality OAM as pre-
requisite for Sivers 
effect… and linked 

to GPDsGPDs beyond chiral even; 
nucleon ground state; away 

from the x= ±ξ line; 
extremely high precision in 

the valence region & 
bridging the region between 

gluons and valence

Experimental (and in some 
cases lattice) data serve as 

input to global fits

The Electron Ion Collider will be 
the ultimate tool to precisely map 

the rich spin- and multi-dimensional 
structure of nucleons and nuclei 

from low- to high xBjorken.

http://www.apple.com
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2302.00605.pdf
https://nuclearsciencefuture.org/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.03684
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Extra slides

32
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Going polarized at fixed-targets experiments

33

And many more: the polarized 
electron beams at JLab-CEBAF, 

the polarized targets at JLab, 
Fermilab, LHC-spin… 
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Target Gas Analyzer and 
Breit-Rabi Polarimeter: 

monitoring systems

Atomic Beam Source: 
generation of nuclear 

polarization 
- microwave system

• HERMES at 
(1995-2007) 
‣ Self-polarized 27.6 GeV electrons and  

positrons in HERA storage ring 
‣ Pure L- and T-polarized gas targets 

 
 

• COMPASS at  
(2002-2022) 
‣ Secondary and tertiary beams  

(M2 SPS beam line).  
Muons polarized via pion decay 

‣ Solid-state L- and T-polarized targets
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COMPASS experimental setup and future

• Polarization achieved by  
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization 
(DNP) 
- dilution refrigerator: ~60mK 
- dipole magnet (transverse): 0.5T 
- solenoid (longitudinal): 2.5T 
- microwave system 

• Polarization determined with  
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
(NMR)

34

hadron decay section 
(~ 600m)

π± ➝ µ±⇆

M2 hadron 
absorber

SPS 
protons

conversion 
target

400 GeV
(π, K, p)+/-

M2 beam line

muons 160 / 200 GeV

hadrons 190 GeV 
neg. beam: 97% π, 2% K, 1% anti-p

up to 108 
particles/s

⇆
~400m

T6

NH3: ammonia beads, 6LiD: deuterated lithium 
dilution factor ~ 0.22 (NH3), 0.5 (LiD)

COMPASS polarized solid-state target

• Precise tracking (350 planes) - 
SciFi, Silicon, MicroMegas, 
GEM, MWPC, DC, Straw, 
Muon Walls  

• PID - CEDARs, RICH, 
calorimeters, MWs 

Large-acceptance forward spectro
meter 

The 2022 data-taking campaign was the last run of the COMPASS 
experiment, and the last of the exploratory study of the nucleon structure 

COMPASS changed from “data taking” to “data analysis” and will 
continue for several years 

The spectrometer will stay in the experimental hall and is being upgraded 
and run by the AMBER Collaboration
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Collisions with polarized protons at RHIC

35

• Relativistic heavy ion collider - RHIC 
• Collisions of L- and T-polarized protons, √s = 200, 500/510 GeV  
• Optically pumped ion source (OPPIS)  

that transfers electron polarization to  
protons. Siberian Snakes to overcome  
the effects of depolarizing resonances.

(s)
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Accessing intrinsic transverse parton momenta in SIDIS

36

transverse momenta: 
 final-state hadron (GNS)  
 quark intrinsic 
hadron wrt struck quark 

𝑷𝑻
𝒌𝑻
𝒑⊥ 

Semi-inclusive DIS detect in addition to scattered 
lepton also hadron with  

energy z and  
transverse momentum PT

kT intrinsic transverse 
quark momentum
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TMD backup

37
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TMD measurements - a huge experimental effort

38

[EIC yellow report, arXiv:2103.05419]
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Transverse single-spin asymmetries

39

• TMD framework when transverse momentum is probed 
‣ measure 2 scales with pT ≪ Q; SIDIS, DY, W/Z, dijets, hadrons in jets 

• Collinear higher-twist (HT) framework 
‣ Measure 1-scale with pT ≈ Q; single inclusive particle production in 

pp (particle or jet pT) 
‣ spin asymmetries from quantum mechanical interference of multi-

parton states (→ qgq and ggg correlators)

Transverse spin asymmetries have common 
origin - simultaneous description across 

different collision species possible. 

Two complementary but related theoretical 
descriptions, depending on what is measured 

(reconstructed experimentally)

e.g. [Cammarota, Gamberg, Kang, Miller, Pitonyak, Prokudin, 
Rogers, Sato (JAM Collaboration), PRD 102, 054002 (2020)]

pp collisions 

AN “left-right asymmetries” 

Probing with two scales 
(not only here) - hard 

resolves particle nature of 
partons, soft reveals 

emergent phenomena 
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Spin-orbit correlations in the proton

40

• If TMDs describing strength of spin-orbit correlations are 
non-zero: may in certain models be connected to parton 
orbital angular momentum (OAM).  
‣ No quantitative relation between TMDs & OAM identified yet. 

• Sivers effect: correlation between the nucleon transverse 
spin & parton transverse momentum in the transversely 
polarized nucleon 

• The Sivers function was originally thought to vanish (*). A 
nonzero Sivers function was then shown to be allowed due to 
QCD final state interactions (soft gluon exchange) in SIDIS 
between the outgoing quark and the target remnant (**). 

• “Chromodynamic lensing”  
[M. Burkardt,  
Nucl.Phys.A735:185-199,2004] 
 
 

 
(*) [J. C. Collins, Nucl. Phys. B396, 161 (1993)] 
(**) [S. J. Brodsky et al., Phys. Lett. B530, 99 (2002)]

γ*

h+

u d

p↑ SIDIS • Collins effect: fragmentation of a transversely 
polarized parton into a final-state hadron  
(spin-spin correlation)

Image courtesy Jan Matoušek
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Sivers effect

<latexit sha1_base64="IrEs/Afjhgpk3RFEvl3+ePlUh2c=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiuSiK+lkU3Liv0BW0Mk+lNO3QyiTOTQgn5EzcuFHHrn7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nuChDOlHefbWlldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/btg8OWilNJoUljHstOQBRwJqCpmebQSSSQKODQDkZ3U789BqlYLBp6koAXkYFgIaNEG8m37dDP3Eb+mPUSkAl+yn274lSdGfAycQtSQQXqvv3V68c0jUBoyolSXddJtJcRqRnlkJd7qYKE0BEZQNdQQSJQXja7PMenRunjMJamhMYz9fdERiKlJlFgOiOih2rRm4r/ed1UhzdexkSSahB0vihMOdYxnsaA+0wC1XxiCKGSmVsxHRJJqDZhlU0I7uLLy6R1XnWvqpcPF5XabRFHCR2jE3SGXHSNauge1VETUTRGz+gVvVmZ9WK9Wx/z1hWrmDlCf2B9/gB3gJOR</latexit>

f?q
1T

41

[Bacchetta, Delcarro, Pisano, 
Radici, PLB 827, 136961 (2022)]

PV19 fit using SIDIS 
data from HERMES, 

COMPASS and Hall A

<latexit sha1_base64="UuvESWRtMa3uNdFz7r3sUgqX5gA=">AAAB8HicdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8lWzR2t6KXjxW7Je0S8mm0zY0m12SbKEs/RVePCji1Z/jzX9jtq2gog8GHu/NMDPPjwTXhpAPZ2V1bX1jM7OV3d7Z3dvPHRw2dRgrBg0WilC1fapBcAkNw42AdqSABr6Alj++Tv3WBJTmoaybaQReQIeSDzijxkr33Qmw5G7Wq/dyeVIgFqUSTolbJq4llUq5WKxgd24RkkdL1Hq5924/ZHEA0jBBte64JDJeQpXhTMAs2401RJSN6RA6lkoagPaS+cEzfGqVPh6EypY0eK5+n0hooPU08G1nQM1I//ZS8S+vE5tB2Uu4jGIDki0WDWKBTYjT73GfK2BGTC2hTHF7K2YjqigzNqOsDeHrU/w/aRYLbqlwcXuer14t48igY3SCzpCLLlEV3aAaaiCGAvSAntCzo5xH58V5XbSuOMuZI/QDztsnM6SQsw==</latexit>

~ST

⊗

produced final state well 
after QCD hard interaction 

(meson, jet, photon, …)

The strength of distortion in 
transverse-momentum space is 

proportional to  

and is called the Sivers amplitude 
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Semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering cross section

42

4 H. Avakian et al.: Experimental results on TMDs

σ(φ,φS) ≡
d6σ

dxdydzdφdφSdP 2
hT

=
α2

xyQ2

y2

2(1 − ε)

(

1 +
γ2

2x

)

{

FUU,T + εFUU,L +
√

2ε(1 + ε) cosφ F cosφ
UU + ε cos(2φ) F cos(2φ)

UU + λe

[

√

2ε(1 − ε) sinφ F sinφ
LU

]

+

+SL

[

√

2ε(1 + ε) sinφ F sinφ
UL + ε sin(2φ) F sin(2φ)

UL

]

+ SLλe

[

√

1 − ε2 FLL +
√

2ε(1 − ε) cosφ F cosφ
LL

]

+|ST |
[

sin(φ − φS)
(

F sin(φ−φS)
UT,T + εF sin(φ−φS)

UT,L

)

+ ε sin(φ + φS) F sin(φ+φS)
UT + ε sin(3φ − φS) F sin(3φ−φS)

UT

+
√

2ε(1 + ε) sinφS F sinφS

UT +
√

2ε(1 + ε) sin(2φ − φS) F sin(2φ−φS)
UT

]

+|ST |λe

[

√

1 − ε2 cos(φ − φS) F cos(φ−φS)
LT +

√

2ε(1 − ε) cosφS F cosφS

LT +
√

2ε(1 − ε) cos(2φ − φS) F cos(2φ−φS)
LT

]}

,(1)

can be decomposed in terms of Structure Functions [12,
26], each related to a specific azimuthal modulation. Here
λe refers to the helicity of the electron beam, SL and ST

to the longitudinal and transverse polarisation of the tar-
get nucleons (with respect to the direction of the virtual
photon), and ε to the ratio of the longitudinal and trans-
verse photon fluxes, which is determined by the kinemat-
ics of the lepton. Here, q = ' − '′ is the four-momentum
of the virtual photon, Q2 = −q2, x = Q2/2(P · q), y =
(P · q)/(P · '), and P is the initial nucleon momentum.
The azimuthal angle φ is defined as the angle between the
scattering plane, formed by the initial and final momenta
of the electron, and the production plane, formed by the
transverse momentum PhT of the observed hadron and the
virtual photon (Fig. 2). The azimuthal angle φS is defined
as the angle between the scattering plane and the target
spin component transverse to the virtual photon.

y

z

x

hadron plane

lepton plane

l
l S

Ph

P

φh

φS

Fig. 2. The SIDIS kinematics.

The subscripts in the structure functions FUT,UL,LT ,
specify the beam (first index) and target (second index)
polarisation (U,L, T for unpolarised, longitudinally and
transversely polarised targets, and U,L for unpolarised

and longitudinally polarised beam). When present, the
third index refers to the virtual photon polarisation.

In the regime where the transverse momenta (set by
the confinement scale) are small with respect the hard
scale Q, the structure functions can be factorised into
TMD parton distribution and fragmentation functions,
and soft and hard parts [26,27]. At leading-twist (not sup-
pressed by powers of the hard scale Q) there are eight con-
tributions related to the parton distributions in Table 1.
They all can be independently measured in SIDIS with
different combinations of polarisation states of the incom-
ing lepton and the target nucleon thanks to their specific
azimuthal dependencies.

For example with an unpolarised beam and a trans-
versely polarised target one can get access to the structure

function F sin(φ+φS)
UT (x, z, PhT , Q2). The latter can be writ-

ten as a convolution of h1(x, k⊥, Q2) and H⊥
1 (z, p⊥, Q2),

integrated over the transverse momentum of the initial,
k⊥, and fragmenting p⊥ partons:

F sin(φ+φS)
UT (x, y, PhT ) = C

[

w(p⊥,k⊥)h⊥
1 (x, k⊥)H⊥

1 (z, p⊥)

]

(2)

where the scale dependence has been dropped for simplic-
ity. The convolution integral

C[wh⊥
1 H⊥

1 ] = x
∑

q

e2
q

∫

δ2(p⊥ − zk⊥ − P hT ) (3)

w(p⊥,k⊥)h⊥,q
1 (x, k⊥)H⊥,q

1 (z, p⊥)dp2
⊥dk2

⊥

embeds a summation over quarks and antiquarks, a kine-
matic prefactor w(p⊥,k⊥) specific for each structure func-
tion (in this case w(p⊥,k⊥) = −(ĥ · kT )/Mh with ĥ =
PhT /|PhT | the unit vector along the transverse momen-
tum and Mh the mass of the observed hadron), and a
delta function imposing momentum conservation P hT =
zk⊥ + p⊥ (valid up to order k⊥/Q).

Cahn-effect + BM 
⊗ Collins

transversity ⊗ Collins

Sivers ⊗ D1

KM (worm-gear-T) 
⊗ D1 pretzelosity ⊗ Collins

worm-gear-L ⊗ Collins BM ⊗ Collins

no proton 
polarization

longitudinal 
proton 

polarization

transverse 
proton 

polarization

[Bacchetta, Diehl, Klaus Goeke, Metz, Mulders, Schlegel, JHEP 02 (2007) 093]

FXY[Z] = structure function. X=beam, Y= target polarization,  
[Z= virtual-photon polarization]. X, Y ∈ {U, L, T}. λe = helicity of 
lepton beam. SL and ST = longitudinal and transverse target 
polarization. ϵ = ratio of longitudinal / transverse photon fluxes

“~ harmonic(𝜙, 𝜙S) · PDF ⊗ FF”

AUT(�) =
1

fST

N"(�)�N#(�)

N"(�) +N#(�)

ST = transverse 
proton 

polarization

parton distribution function (PDF)

fragmentation function (FF)measured observable:
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Sivers TMD PDF from SIDIS

43

u- and d-quark 
Sivers functions 

have opposite signs

Kaon amplitudes 
larger than pion 

~Unexpected if u-quark 
scattering dominates. 
Role of sea quarks?

[HERMES JHEP 12 (2020) 010]

Sivers signal smaller 
at COMPASS than at 

HERMES.  
TMD evolution…?

✦ pT-weighted asymmetries: direct measurement 
of TMD kT2 moments that avoids assumptions 
on shape of kT. Products instead of convolutions 
of TMDs

[COMPASS NPB 940 (2019) 34]
[Anselmino et al., Phys.Rev. D86 (2012) 014028]

HERMES TMD final compendium

Sivers function from COMPASS asym.

●  
 ○ 

[COMPASS PLB 744 (2015) 250] 
[HERMES PRL 103 (2009) 152002]

HERMES vs. COMPASS Sivers asymmetries

✦ Higher lepton-beam energy than at HERMES (160 GeV vs. 27.6 GeV) 
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Sivers-TMD sign switch

44

γ*

h+

u d

p↑

γ*

u d

p↑
u

Final-state interactions
Initial-state 
interactions

SIDIS Drell Yan

[COMPASS PLB 770 (2017) 138]

SIDIS in the DY kinematic range
[COMPASS PRL 119 (2017) 112002]

Drell-Yan (DY) 2015 data

The experimental test of the 
Sivers TMD PDF (and other 

naive time-reversal odd TMDs) 
sign-switch prediction is an 
important test of TMD-QCD 

framework.

μ+

μ-

COMPASS measurement of 
Sivers SIDIS & DY 

asymmetries with ~same 
apparatus & in overlapping 

kinematics. 

COMPASS Sivers asymmetryDrell-Yan SIDIS
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• d-quark transversity less constrained given the u-quark 
dominance of many of the processes used in the global fits.  

‣ JAM-22 reduced uncertainties wrt JAM20 due to inclusion of 
lattice QCD data and Soffer bound.  

‣ COMPASS 22 transversity run on the deuteron will improve the 
experimental precision on the proton’s tensor charge, gT= δu - 
δd , by a factor of ~2.  

‣ Further prior-to-EIC measurements of Collins asymmetries 
include STAR with forward upgrade, sPHENIX, JLab12/SoLID, 
SpinQuest.

Global TMD analysis - Collins FF, di-hadron FF, transversity TMD PDF

45

[JAM Collaboration - JAM3D-22, PRDD 106, 034014 (2022)]

[Radici, Bacchetta, PRL 120, 192001 (2018)]

Global extraction of 
transversity from di-

hadron data: 
 

pion-pair multiplicities in 
pp needed

• Transversity TMD PDF coupled 
to interference, or di-hadron, 
fragmentation function 
‣ 2 collinear observables (DGLAP 

evolution, not TMD) - complementary 
probe of transversity TMD  

‣ interference of different channels of the 
fragmentation process into the two-
hadron system (interference of S and P 
states)
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EIC

p  2010 d 2002, 2003, 2004
𝐴𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙

      𝑥 

𝒉+

𝒉−

 𝑥     

The 2022 COMPASS run: μd↑→hX

• June - November 2022 with transversely polarized deuteron 
(6LiD) target with almost the same conditions as 2010 
proton run.  

• Impact on the deuteron SIDIS Collins asymmetry - the 
2022 uncertainties are expected to be a factor 2 to 5 smaller.  

• Impact on transversity TMD PDF and on tensor charge

46

present: all p and d data projected: all p and 2022 d data

Ω𝑥:0.008 ÷ 0.210

The work will not be over with the 
COMPASS measurements - 

precise measurements are needed 
asap, in particular at larger . 

The complementary 
measurements at Jlab 12 and 20+ 

will allow for a more precise 
measurement of the  tensor charge 
and, in the farther future, the EIC.

𝑥
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First look at the COMPASS 2022 data (about 10%)
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DIS events
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Twist-3 tri-gluon correlations - sensitivity & subprocesses

48

Subprocess fractions at RHIC energies 
for gg, qg, qq+qqbar 

(leading order hard QCD processes)

courtesy Z. Chang
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AN in the very forward

49

also - neutral pion:  
[RHICf PRL 124, 252501 (2020)]

also - forward neutron: [PHENIX PRD 103 (2021) 3, 032007]

AN increases with pT (for xF > 0.46 - 
RHICf) & forwardness & π0 isolation 

(STAR) & lower γ multiplicity (STAR)  
 

AN from soft processes such as 
diffractive scattering?

also - [STAR PRD 103, 092009 (2021)](π0 not shown)

PHENIX charged hadrons RHICf very forward neutrons 
(η<6)

STAR electromagnetic jets

[PHENIX arXiv:2303.07191]

Smaller AN for h+ at 0.1 < xF  < 0.2 in pA 
 
AN(h-) small to zero at xF>0: opposite sign 
of AN for h- canceled partially

Publication with improved background estimation in 
preparation. 

Increase in pT: interference between spin flip and spin non-flip amplitudes (π / a1 
exchange model [PRD 84 (2011) 114012]

Analysis for 510 GeV ongoing.
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TMD fragmentation function (Collins) from pp↑→jet h±X - kaons and protons

50

STAR hadrons in jets (midrapidity)

[STAR PRD 106, 072010 (2022)]
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More higher twist in single-hadron SIDIS

• ccc

51

 [HERMES PLB 797 (2019) 134886]
■ [CLAS12 / S. Diehl arXiv:2101.03544] 
❐  [HERMES PLB 797 (2019) 134886] 
▼ [CLAS Phys. Rev. D 89, 072011 (2014)] 
▽ [COMPASS Nucl. Phys. B 886, 1046 (2014)]

• Sizeable recent asymmetries from unpolarized target and longitudinally 
polarized lepton beam. Expected to be suppressed by 𝒪(M/Q) 

• Provides access to so-far poorly known subleading twist-3 TMD PDFs 
& fragmentation functions containing information about quark-gluon 
correlations in the proton and in the hadronization process

CLAS(12), HERMES and COMPASS SIDIS beam-spin asymmetries
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SIDIS off longitudinally polarized targets

• COMPASS collected a large amount of L-SIDIS data with 
unprecedented precision for some amplitudes 

 
• Q-suppression, higher-twist subleading effects 
• Sizable TSA-mixing 
• Significant h+ asymmetry, clear z-dependence 
• h– compatible with zero 

 
• Only “twist-2” ingredients 
• Additional PT-suppression 
• Compatible with zero, in agreement with models 
• Collins-like behavior?  

 
• Q-suppression, higher-twist subleading effects 
• Compatible with zero, in agreement with models 

• Di-hadron asymmetries (not shown) 

𝐴sin𝜙h
𝑈𝐿

𝐴sin2𝜙h
𝑈𝐿

𝐴cos𝜙h
𝐿𝐿
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B. Parsamyan (for COMPASS) arXiv:1801.01488 [hep-ex]

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1801.01488
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Accessing intrinsic transverse parton momenta in SIDIS

53

Transverse-momentum dependent hadron multiplicities

[COMPASS PRD 97, 032006 (2018)]

𝒅𝟐𝑵𝒉(𝒙, 𝑸𝟐; 𝒛,  𝑷 𝟐
𝑻 )

𝒅𝒛 𝒅𝑷 𝟐
𝑻

∝ 𝐞𝐱𝐩(−
𝑷 𝟐

𝑻

⟨𝑷 𝟐
𝑻⟩ )

 ⟨𝑃2
𝑇⟩ = 𝑧2⟨𝑘2

𝑇⟩  + ⟨𝑝2
⊥⟩

• Double-Gauss structure in PT 
spectrum separated at ~ 1 GeV/c  
e.g. Gonzales-Hernandez et al., Phys.Rev.D 98 
(2018) 11, 114005

Azimuthal modulation of hadron yield
complementary

• Cahn effect - cosϕh modulation purely due to the 
presence of intrinsic transverse momenta of 
unpolarized quarks in the unpolarized nucleon.  
‣ No such modulation in the collinear case. Next-to-

leading-order effect.

courtesy A. Moretti

transverse momenta: 
 final-state hadron (GNS)  
 quark intrinsic 
hadron wrt struck quark 

𝑷𝑻
𝒌𝑻
𝒑⊥ 
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• Allow to gain information about intrinsic quark momentum kT  
by measuring transverse momentum PT of the produced hadron. 

• Important for TMD evolution studies & comparison between 
experiments. Intense theoretical work ongoing to reproduce the 
experimental distributions over a wide energy range.  

• In Gaussian approximation, at small values of ,  
the number of hadrons is expected to follow: 

• Double Gauss structure in PT spectrum separated at 1 GeV/c  
→ 2 different slopes 
‣ Perturbative effects expected to contribute more at high   

‣ Likely not sufficient to explain the high-  trend 
 e.g. Gonzales-Hernandez et al., Phys.Rev.D 98 (2018) 11, 114005 

• Hadron multiplicities (not shown) 
‣ p-/p+ and K-/K+ at high z PLB 807 (2020) 135600, K-/K+ at high z PLB 786 (2018) 390 
‣ h PRD 97 (2018) 032006, K isoscalar PLB 767 (2017) 133, π± and h± PLB 764 (2017) 001

𝑃𝑇

𝑃𝑇

𝑃𝑇

Transverse-momentum distributions

𝒅𝟐𝑵𝒉(𝒙, 𝑸𝟐; 𝒛,  𝑷𝟐
𝑻 )

𝒅𝒛 𝒅𝑷𝟐
𝑻

∝ 𝐞𝐱𝐩(−
𝑷𝟐

𝑻

⟨𝑷𝟐
𝑻⟩ )

 ⟨𝑃2
𝑇⟩ = 𝑧2⟨𝑘2

𝑇⟩  + ⟨𝑝2
⊥⟩

𝑑𝑁
 / 

𝑑𝑃
2 𝑇

𝑑𝑁
 / 

𝑑𝑃
2 𝑇

COMPASS preliminary

proton 
2016 data
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- Normalization: first  bin. 
- Different normalization for each bin and charge 
- Error bars correspond to the statistical uncertainty only. 

𝑷 𝟐
𝑻

𝝈𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕 ∼ 𝟎 . 𝟑 𝝈𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕

More ranges in z: see backup

 final-state hadron in the GNS  
 intrinsic transverse momentum 
transverse momentum of the 

hadron with respect to the struck quark 

𝑷𝑻
𝒌𝑻
𝒑⊥ 
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• The Boer-Mulders function describes the 
strength of the spin-orbit correlation between 
quark spin sT and intrinsic transverse 
momentum kT: 
 

‣ Contributes to cosϕh and cos(2ϕh) 
‣ Strong kinematic dependences & interesting 

differences between positive and negative hadrons, as 
observed in previous measurements by COMPASS on 
deuteron and by HERMES (u-quark dominance, 
opposite signs of Collins FF into h+ and h-) 

• Cahn effect  
‣ Contributes to cosϕh only → next slide 

• Higher-twist beam-spin asymmetry                      (backup) 

• Azimuthal asymmetries for hadron pairs on the 
unpolarized proton (backup) 
‣ Collins FF for 2 hadrons & interference fragmentation 

function

Boer-Mulders function and Cahn effect in SIDIS
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The error bars correspond to the statistical uncertainty only.  (1D)𝝈𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕 ∼ 𝝈𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕

COMPASS preliminary

proton 
2016 data

𝐴cos𝜙h
𝑈𝑈 =

𝐹 cos𝜙h
𝑈𝑈

𝐹𝑈𝑈,𝑇

𝐴cos2𝜙h
𝑈𝑈 =

𝐹 cos2𝜙h
𝑈𝑈

𝐹𝑈𝑈,𝑇

Azimuthal 
asymmetries 

defined as the ratios

𝐴sin𝜙h
𝐿𝑈 =

𝐹𝑠in𝜙h
𝐿𝑈

𝐹𝑈𝑈,𝑇
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• Cahn effect - additional (to BM) cosϕh modulation purely due to the 
presence of intrinsic transverse momenta of unpolarized quarks in the 
unpolarized nucleon. No such modulation in the collinear case. Next-to-leading-
order effect. 

‣ Clear signal,  strong dependence on  . 
Compatible with zero at high . In agreement with COMPASS deuteron results. 

• Naive expectation   

‣ observed trend is however  
opposite (increase with Q2) 

• Complementary access  
to quark intrinsic  
transverse momentum 
+ other PDFs & FFs  
contributions

𝑃𝑇
𝑧

Cahn effect and quark intrinsic momentum from SIDIS

𝐴cos𝜙h
𝑈𝑈|𝐶𝑎h𝑛 = −

2𝑧𝑃𝑇⟨𝑘2
𝑇⟩

𝑄 ⟨𝑃2
𝑇⟩

The error bars correspond to the statistical uncertainty only.  (3D)𝝈𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕 ∼  𝟎 . 𝟓 𝝈𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕
COMPASS preliminary

proton 
2016 data
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GPD backup

57
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2 most recent JLab DVCS publications - my cheat sheet

58

Hall A Collaboration  (F. 
Georges et al.), Phys. Rev. 

Lett. 128 (2022)

CLAS12 (G. Christiaens et al.), 
PRL 130, 211902 (2023)

left: one of 64 bins accessible only with ~10 GeV 
beam. Tension in KM15. right: “weighted” and 
“unweighted”  is PARTON ANN. Only part of 
data set taken is published, already now 
compatible with JLab 6-Gev 
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Selection of exclusive data sample

59

E00-110 EXPERIMENT AT JEFFERSON LAB HALL A: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 92, 055202 (2015)

channel thresholds owing to the different calibration of each
block). Also, if the χ2 of a fit by a flat line b was below an
equivalent energy of χ2

0 ∼ 40 MeV, no pulse was fitted and the
signal was discarded. Finally, if two pulses were found with a
relative arrival time smaller than 4 ns, the algorithm returned
the best single pulse fit because two-pulse results proved to be
unstable in those cases.

The wave-form analysis of the PA ARS data used the
same algorithm, but with slightly different parameters. Energy
thresholds were set to χ2

0 ∼ 2 MeV and χ2
1 ∼ 15 MeV to best

fit the much smaller recoil proton energies in the detector.
Owing to the high counting rate in the detector, only 30 ARS
samples were used for the fit. Also, time windows to search for
pulses were set to −20 ! t1,t2 ! 20 ns around the expected
event signal.

Overall, the wave-form analysis of ARS signals increases
the energy resolution in the DVCS calorimeter by a factor
of 2–3 (depending on the background level) with respect to
results obtained integrating the signal in a 60-ns window. We
found about 8% of events in the calorimeter with some pileup
from accidentals.

2. Clustering algorithm

The algorithm used to separate clusters in the electromag-
netic calorimeter is based on a cellular automaton, as described
in Ref. [52], and uses only pulses arriving within a [−3,3] ns
interval. This coincidence time window is more than 6 times
the time resolution of the detector (∼0.8 ns). For each cluster
found, the total photon energy E is taken to be the sum over
the deposited energy Ei in each of the cluster blocks,

E =
∑

i

Ei, Ei = CiAi, (20)

where Ai is the signal amplitude collected in block i and Ci its
calibration coefficient. The impact position xclus is calculated
as the sum of blocks positions xi weighted logarithmically by
the relative energy deposition in each of them [53]:

xclus =
∑

i wi xi∑
i wi

,

(21)
with wi = max{0,W0 + ln(Ei/E)}.

The parameter W0 allows a further tuning of the relative weight
between blocks: As W0 → ∞ the weighting becomes uniform
regardless of the energy deposited in each block, whereas
small values of W0 give a larger relative weight to blocks
with large energy deposition. The value of W0 fixes the energy
threshold for blocks to be taken into account in the position
determination: Blocks with a relative energy deposition less
than e−W0 are neglected in the calculation.

Because the calorimeter was placed at 1.1 m from the 15-
cm-long target, the incidence angle of particles on the front
face of the calorimeter could therefore vary by significant
amounts: Corrections owing to the vertex position in the target
needed to be applied. Furthermore, the electromagnetic shower
does not begin at the surface of the calorimeter, but at a certain
depth as shown in Fig. 8. This depth is, to first approximation,
independent of the incident particle energy. Taking these two
effects into account, the position xclus given by Eq. (21) is

FIG. 15. (Color online) Squared missing mass M2
X associated

with the reaction ep → eγX for Kin2. Total events for Kin2 are rep-
resented as inverted black triangles, the estimated π0 contamination is
represented as green diamonds, the distribution after the subtraction
of accidentals and π 0’s is shown as blue open circles. Finally, it
is compared with the normalized DVCS Monte Carlo (described
in Sec. IV E) shown as a red solid line. To remove unnecessary
uncertainties owing to low-missing-mass-squared accidental events,
we apply a cut requiring a missing-mass squared higher than 0.5
GeV2/c4 for all kinematics.

corrected by

xcorr = xclus

(
1 − a

√
L2

vc + x2

)
, (22)

where Lvc is the distance from the vertex to the calorimeter
and a is the distance of the electromagnetic shower centroid
to the calorimeter front face, taken along the direction of its
propagation. The algorithm depends on two parameters W0
and a, which have been optimized to W0 = 4.3 and a = 7 cm
by Monte Carlo simulation and real data from the elastic
runs, where a 2-mm position resolution (σ ) at 1.1 m and
4.2 GeV was measured, compatible with the one obtained
from Monte Carlo simulations. Position resolution when two
partially overlapping clusters are present is slightly worse than
in the case of a single cluster: Simulated data show in this case
a 4-mm spatial resolution.

C. Event selection

The ep → epγ events are selected among the calorimeter
one-cluster events. A software energy threshold of 1.1 GeV
was applied to calorimeter clusters, slightly above the hard-
ware threshold of ∼1 GeV. Fiducial cuts were used to discard
events hitting blocks at the edges of the calorimeter. Figure 15
shows the ep → eγX missing-mass-squared distribution of
the data. Accidental coincidences were estimated by analyzing
events in [−11,−5]- and [5,11]-ns time windows, the same
width as the coincidence clustering window but shifted in time
(see Fig. 16). The use of two intervals to estimate the accidental
sample reduces its statistical uncertainty.

Neutral pion decays with only one photon reaching the
calorimeter form an important source of background to the
DVCS sample. This background is subtracted using π0 events
where the two photons are detected in the calorimeter. For each

055202-11

Hall-A DVCS: eγ 
detection

Transverse target spin asymmetries in exclusive ⇢
0 muoproduction 7
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Fig. 2: The Emiss distribution in the range 2.4 (GeV/c)2
< Q

2
 10 (GeV/c)2, together with the signal

plus background fits (solid curve). The dotted and dashed curves represent the signal and background
contributions, respectively. In the signal region -2.5 GeV < Emiss < 2.5 GeV, indicated by vertical dash-
dotted lines, the amount of semi-inclusive background is 35%.

vector meson with respect to the virtual photon direction, p
2
T < 0.5 (GeV/c)2, the energy of the ⇢

0 in
the laboratory system, E⇢0 > 15 GeV, and the photon virtuality, Q

2
< 10 (GeV/c)2. An additional cut

p
2
T > 0.05 (GeV/c)2 is used to reduce coherently produced events. As explained in Ref. [20] we use p

2
T

rather than t. After the application of all cuts, the final data set of incoherently produced exclusive ⇢
0

events consist of about 797000 events. The average values of the kinematic variables are hQ2
i = 2.15

(GeV/c)2, hxBji = 0.039, hyi = 0.24, hW i = 8.13 GeV, and hp2
T i = 0.18 (GeV/c)2. In order to correct

for the remaining semi-inclusive background in the signal region, the Emiss shape of the background is
parameterised for each individual target cell in every kinematic bin of Q

2, xBj , or p
2
T using a LEPTO

Monte Carlo (MC) sample generated with COMPASS tuning [28] of the JETSET parameters. The h
+
h
�

MC event sample is weighted in every Emiss bin i by the ratio of numbers of h
±
h
± events from data and

MC,

wi =
N

h+h+

i,data (Emiss)+N
h�h�
i,data (Emiss)

N
h+h+
i,MC (Emiss)+N

h�h�
i,MC (Emiss)

, (7)

which improves the agreement between data and MC significantly [20].

For each kinematic bin, target cell, and spin orientation a signal plus background fit is performed,
whereby a Gaussian function is used for the signal shape, and the background shape is fixed by MC
as described above. The fraction of semi-inclusive background in the signal range is 22%, nevertheless
the fraction strongly depends on kinematics and varies between 7% and 40%. An example is presented
in Fig. 2. The background corrected distributions, N

sig
k (�,�S), are obtained from the measured distri-

butions in the signal region, N
sig,raw
k (�,�S), and in the background region 7 GeV < Emiss < 20 GeV,

N
back
k (�,�S). The distributions N

back
k (�,�S) are rescaled with the estimated numbers of background

events in the signal region and afterwards subtracted from the N
sig,raw
k (�,�S) distributions.

After the described subtraction of semi-inclusive background, the final sample still contains diffractive
events where the recoiling nucleon is in an excited N⇤ or D state (14%), coherently produced ⇢

0 mesons
(⇠ 5%), and non-resonant ⇡

+
⇡
� pairs (< 2%) [20]. We do not apply corrections for these contributions.
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FIG. 2: The polar and azimuthal angles of the decay π+ of the
ρ0 in the ρ0 rest frame. The positive z-axis is taken opposite
to the direction of the residual proton, while the angle ϕ is
defined with respect to the hadron production plane.

erage efficiency of 98% and a hadron contamination of
less than 1% by using the information from an elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter, a transition-radiation detector,
a preshower scintillation counter, and a Ring Imaging
Čerenkov detector. Events were selected in which only
one lepton and two oppositely charged hadrons were de-
tected.

In the event selection, the following kinematic con-
straints were imposed: Q2 > 1 GeV2, W 2 > 4 GeV2,
and −t′ < 0.4 GeV2. Here −Q2 is the squared four-
momentum of the exchanged virtual photon, W the in-
variant mass of the virtual-photon proton system, and t′

the reduced Mandelstam variable t′ = t − t0, where −t0
is the minimum value of −t for a given value of Q2 and
the Bjorken variable xB . The average value of W 2 for
the exclusive ρ0 sample was 25 GeV2. The condition on
t′ was applied to reduce non-exclusive background.

An exclusive event sample was selected by constraining
the value of the variable

∆E =
M2

X − M2

2M
, (1)

where MX is the missing mass and M the proton mass.
The measured ∆E distribution, which includes con-
straints on the invariant mass of the produced hadron
pair as discussed below, is shown in Fig. 3. The peak
around zero originates from the exclusive reaction. Ex-
clusive events were selected by the requirement ∆E < 0.6
GeV. This resulted in a total number of 7488 events. The
background from non-exclusive processes in the exclusive
region was estimated by using a Pythia6 Monte Carlo
simulation [15, 16] in conjunction with a special set of
Jetset fragmentation parameters, tuned to provide an
accurate description of deep-inelastic hadron production
in the Hermes kinematic domain [17, 18]. The simula-
tion gave a very good description of the ∆E distribution
in the non-exclusive region. The background fractions
in the exclusive region varied between 7% and 23%, de-
pending on the value of Q2, xB , or t′, with an average
over all selected data of 11%.
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FIG. 3: The ∆E distributions of the measured yield (num-
ber of counts within the acceptance divided by the inte-
grated luminosity) (dots) and a Monte Carlo simulation with
Pythia6 of the non-exclusive background normalized to
the same integrated luminosity (histogram). The kinematic
cuts and the requirements 0.6 GeV < Mππ < 1.0 GeV and
MKK > 1.04 GeV were applied. The selected exclusive re-
gion is indicated by the dashed area.

The invariant mass of the two-hadron system Mππ

was determined assuming that both hadrons are pions.
Resonant π+π− pairs, i.e., pairs produced in the decay
ρ0 → π+π−, were selected by the condition 0.6 GeV
< Mππ < 1.0 GeV. Contributions in the Mππ spectrum
from the decay of a φ meson into two kaons were ex-
cluded by requiring MKK > 1.04 GeV, where MKK is
the invariant mass of the two-hadron system calculated
assuming that both hadrons are kaons. After subtracting
the simulated contribution from the non-exclusive tail in
the region ∆E < 0.6 GeV and correcting for the non-
constant acceptance with Mππ, the Mππ spectrum for
exclusive events was fitted with a ρ0-peak plus a lin-
ear background. For the shape of the ρ0-peak Söding
and Ross-Stodolsky parametrizations were used. In both
cases the resulting background was found to be negligible
(0.7 ± 0.5)%.

In the analysis the recently developed formalism for
electroproduction of a vector meson from a polarized nu-
cleon was used [11]. The cross section for exclusive ρ0

leptoproduction is written as

dσ

dψ dφ dϕ d(cos ϑ) dxB dQ2 dt
=

1

(2π)2
dσ

dxB dQ2 dt
W (xB , Q2, t,φ,φS ,ϕ,ϑ), (2)

with ψ being a similar angle as φS , but now defined
around the direction of the lepton beam, and

dσ

dxB dQ2 dt
= Γv

(
dσT

dt
+ ε

dσL

dt

)
, (3)

HERMES & COMPASS excl. ρ: ℓπ-
π+ detection

CLAS DVCS: 
no Inner Calo: ep or epγ  

with Inner Calo: epγ

HigherDtwists$@$CLAS$
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Figure 1: Distributions of events for �' (top left), |�p?| (top right), |M2
undet| (bottom left)

and |�Z| distribution (bottom right). For each distribution the cuts on the other distributions
are applied. The data are in yellow, the MC simulation using HEPGEN/BHDVCS generator
and the TGEANT/CORAL/PHAST chain is in red.

• the visible ⇡
0. The exclusive photon candidates contained in the selected sample have

been associated with all other possible background photons (of energy smaller than
the requested thresholds) in the same event and the invariant mass of the 2 photons is
reconstructed. Fig. 2 clearly shows that it remains visible ⇡

0 in the sample previously
selected. We call this contribution “visible” ⇡

0 background. 128 events in the peak
determined by a cut of ±20 MeV/c2 around the PDG ⇡

0 mass can be identified as such
and are mainly localised in the large xBj bin which contains 1268 events. This visible
⇡

0 contribution is subtracted from the exclusive single photon sample.

• the invisible ⇡
0 when one photon is lost. The ⇡

0 contamination can originates either
from semi-inclusive production or from exclusive production. They can be evaluated
using a MC based on the LEPTO generator for the first case and on the HEPGEN/⇡

0

generator for the later. MC samples can be normalized in order to reproduce the visible
⇡

0 in the real data. Two extreme cases are considered, either a fully semi-inclusive
background, or a fully exclusive background and they are used to provide upper and
lower limits for the contamination to BH and DVCS events.

Fig. 3 presents the exclusive single photon events obtained in the 2012 sample as a func-
tion of the azimuthal angle ��⇤� between the leptonic and hadronic planes as weel as the
BH estimation and the invisible ⇡

0 contamination estimated by LEPTO as upper and by
HEPGEN/PI0 as lower bound. Note, that no radiative corrections are applied. At small

2

COMPASS DVCS: 
μγp detection

160 GeV
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DVCS with recoil-proton detector (RPD):  
comparison of proton kinematics measured in 
RPD vs. expected in spectrometer (from µγ)

DVMP without recoil-proton detection:  
missing energy technique assuming proton mass

+ kinematically complete event reconstruction via 
kinematic event fittingIn case of transverse target 

polarization: additional azimuthal 
angle φS defined by direction of 

transverse target-polarization vector 

Exclusive ρ0 production 
µp(↑)→µpρ0 

with simulated exclusive 
signal & SIDIS background

DVCS 
µ±p→µ±pγ
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+ +

2

Bethe−Heitler (BH)DVCS

σγ γ* N∼

= |TBH|2 + (TDVCST ⇤
BH

+ T ⇤
DVCS

TBH) + |TDVCS|2

DVCS

 The DVCS / Bethe-Heitler interference 
term allows to disentangle  
Re(τDVCS) and Im(τDVCS)   

magnitude and phase  
of DVCS amplitude τDVCS

Chapter 1

Overview: Science, Machine and
Deliverables of the EIC

1.1 Scientific Highlights

1.1.1 Nucleon Spin and its 3D Structure and Tomography

Several decades of experiments on deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of electron or muon beams
o↵ nucleons have taught us about how quarks and gluons (collectively called partons) share
the momentum of a fast-moving nucleon. They have not, however, resolved the question of
how partons share the nucleon’s spin and build up other nucleon intrinsic properties, such
as its mass and magnetic moment. The earlier studies were limited to providing the lon-
gitudinal momentum distribution of quarks and gluons, a one-dimensional view of nucleon
structure. The EIC is designed to yield much greater insight into the nucleon structure
(Fig. 1.1, from left to right), by facilitating multi-dimensional maps of the distributions of
partons in space, momentum (including momentum components transverse to the nucleon
momentum), spin, and flavor.

Figure 1.1: Evolution of our understanding of nucleon spin structure. Left: In the 1980s,
a nucleon’s spin was naively explained by the alignment of the spins of its constituent quarks.
Right: In the current picture, valence quarks, sea quarks and gluons, and their possible orbital
motion are expected to contribute to overall nucleon spin.

1

Sign & magnitude of cosφ 
amplitude for beam-charge 
asymmetry? (changes sign 

between HERMES and HERA)

     Kroll, Moutarde,  Sabatié, Eur. Phys. J. 
C (2013) 73:2278 

Test of GPD universality: use DVMP data 
to constrain GPD parameters

at leading tw
ist (tw

ist 2) 
on the proton

Analysis of azimuthal modulations 
(HERMES- and JLab-type) on DVCS on 

the unpolarized proton in progress

dominant at small xB  
(remainder ~ 5% from KM / GK 

model)

Spin-independent DVCS cross section ∝
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DVCS amplitude: 
𝜙-modulations in cross section 

at medium <xB>=0.0200

Transverse imaging:  
𝜙-integrated cross section 
at medium <xB>=0.0630

BH reference yield: 
at small <xB>=0.0085

= |TBH|2 + (TDVCST ⇤
BH

+ T ⇤
DVCS

TBH) + |TDVCS|2

portion of the 2016 data = 2x 2012 data 
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Estimate π0 invisible background from MC: 
SIDIS 40% (LEPTO) + exclusive 60% (HEPGEN with GK 

model) 
with 10% uncertainty each

DVCS / BH: µp→µpγ 
π0 production: µp→µp π0→µpγ(γ)(X) exclusive or SIDIS  

γγ: “visible π0”, γ: invisible π0 background

Determine BH reference yield at low-xB ⇔ high-ν: tune MC to data

Subtract BH yield in  high-xB ⇔ low-ν bin

Subtract measured visible π0 

yield in  high-xB ⇔ low-ν bin

Remove invisible  π0  yield (invisible 
normalized to visible yield)

Pure DVCS yield
portion of the 2016 data = 2x 2012 data 
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[Burkardt, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A18 (2003) 173]

Impact-parameter representation of parton distribution function: Mapping of spatial densities while 

scanning longitudinal momentum xB

b⊥ is the impact parameter, 
Δ⊥ is the difference of initial and final transverse momenta, 
Δ⊥2 is related to the Mandelstam-t

d�DVCS

dt
/ e�b|t|

b = “t-slope” = average impact parameter

The differential DVCS cross section allows to probe the 
transverse extension of partons in the nucleon:  

“spatial parton density = Fourier transform of GPD”

3-dim  “tomographic images” of the 
nucleon in longitudinal momentum 

and transverse position
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COMPASS DVCS t-slope

• Sea-quark domain between gluons and valence-quarks 
• Transverse extension of partons and t-slope B:

Differential DVCS cross section with 
“t-slope” = average impact parameter
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d�DVCS

dt
/ e�B|t|

[Burkardt, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A18 (2003) 173]

PDF impact-parameter representation:

b⊥ is the impact parameter, 
Δ⊥ is the difference of initial and final transverse momenta, 
Δ⊥2 is related to the Mandelstam-t

“spatial parton density = Fourier transform of GPD”
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✦ Flavor separation of CFFs: 
u-quark, d-quark

with reggeized diquark model 
(Goldstein, Liuti, et al.)

[Benali, Desnault, Mazouz, et al., Nature 
Physics 16 (2020) 191–198]

ReH ImH

ReE ImE

ReH ImH
~~

Hall A neutron DVCS

JLab 6&12  
p & n DVCS

[Marija Čuić et al, arxiv2007.00029]

Preliminary global fits 
of CFF using NN & 
dispersion relation


